Anne Curzan set conservative news media outlets ablaze with her talk last Friday at Iowa State University. What will she say during her next foray into Big 12 country, a visit on Wednesday, 26 April, to KU? Curzan will lead an FSE Professional Development Workshop entitled “Navigating ‘Error’: Usage Questions in the Writing Classroom” that morning from 9:30-10:45 in the Malott Room of the Kansas Union. Later in the day, from 4:00-5:00 pm, she will be featured at a department-wide colloquium entitled “Going Grammando: A Linguist’s Look at Language Peeves,” which will be held in the Hall Center Conference Hall. Anne Curzan holds the Arthur F. Thurnau Professorship in English at UM, and maintains appointments in Linguistics and Education as well, all while serving as Associate Dean for Humanities. Her teaching and research interests include history of the English language, language and gender, historical sociolinguistics, composition and rhetoric, and pedagogy. She is the author of Fixing English: Prescriptivism and Language (2014), First Day to Final Grade: A Graduate Student’s Guide to Teaching (3rd ed., 2011), and Gender Shifts in the History of English (2003), as well as numerous other scholarly publications. She is also a public intellectual who writes regularly for The Chronicle of Higher Education and Lingua Franca, and has created two popular “Great Courses.”

CLA Contingent

Numerous KU English faculty, graduate students, and Project on the History of Black Writing personnel were on the program for this year’s College Language Association conference in Columbia, MO (see “Presentations” information about Anthony Boynton, Maryemma Graham, Edgar Tidwell, and Jennifer Wilmot). Several undergraduates from KU, including HBW Office Manager Crystal Bradshaw, also participated in the conference, reading from their work on a panel entitled “The Eugene Redmond Effect: New Drum Voices.” The title references the signature work of Eugene Redmond, who chaired the session. Redmond’s Drumvoices: The Mission of Afro-American Poetry (1976) set the standard for academic work in that field. According to Graham, the panel “was a HUGE hit and extremely well attended.” Following the session, the young KU readers posed with renowned author Jamaica Kincaid. Recent KU English grad alums Kenton Ramby and DaMaris Hill also participated in the conference and Professor Ayesha Hardison and Doug Steward (PhD ’00) were in attendance.

Calendar

M 24 Candice Wuehle, RDP, 10:00 am, 3025 Wescoe (Barnard, Harrington, Rovit)

Garrett Fiddler, MFA Defense, 1:00 pm, 3025 Wescoe (Grund, Johnson, Lorenz)

Colonialism Seminar, “Indigenous Archives and Colonialism,” Stephanie Fitzgerald, English/Indigenous Studies, 3:30-5:00 pm, Hall Center Seminar Room.

2Cs, 5:00 pm, Free State Brewing Company.

T 25 Jonathan Patterson, RDP, 9:00 am, 3025 Wescoe (Conrad, Elliott, Outka)

Voting Department Meeting, 4:00 pm, 4051 Wescoe.

W 26 Professional Workshop, “Navigating ‘Error’: Usage Questions in the Writing Classroom,” Anne Curzan, English, University of Michigan, 9:30-10:45 am, Malott Room, Kansas Union.

Simone Savannah, PhD Defense, 10:00 am, 4038 Wescoe (Canady, Graham, Kaminski, Harris, Ceccagnoli)

Hui Meng, PhD Defense, 10:00 am, 2600 Wescoe (Barnard, Graham, S. Harris, Xiao, Greene).

Rachel Broenkow, MFA Defense, 2:30 pm, 3025 Wescoe (Canady, Harrington, Johnson)

Colloquium, “Going Grammando: A Linguist’s Look at Language Peeves,” Anne Curzan, English, University of Michigan, 4:00-5:00 pm, Hall Center Conference Hall.

F 28 Rebekah Taussig, PhD Defense, 9:00 am, 3001A Wescoe (Graham, Kaminski, Moriarity, Neill, Tucker)

T 2 Advisory Committee Meeting, 4:00 pm, 3001A Wescoe.

R 4 Second Department of English Writers’ Faire, 1:00-5:00 pm, The Commons, Spooner Hall (see “Announcements”).
presentations

boynton, anthony
“from strange to center: the transgressive literary imagination of charles chesnutt in ‘the sherriff’s children’,” college language association, university of missouri, columbia, mo, 6 april.

graham, maryemma
panelist (with edgar tidwell), “progress report on ‘i, too, sing america’: langston hughes unfurled,” college language association, university of missouri, columbia, mo, 6 april.

roundtable, “digital tools and black experience scholarship: continuing the conversation,” college language association, university of missouri, columbia, mo, 6 april.

tidwell, john edgar
remarks, “a celebration of the making of a leader: franklin d. murphy, the kansas years” (2017), by nancy kellogg harper, adams alumni center, university of kansas, 12 april.

acceptance remarks, “induction of langston hughes into the missouri public affairs hall of fame” (with carmaletta williams), missouri state university, springfield, mo, 7 april.


panelist (with carmaletta williams), post-screening discussion of langston’s lawrence, at kansas city film fest, kansas city, mo, 8 april, 2017.

presenter, “michael s. harper’s lasting affair.” in “song: i want a witness; a memorial tribute for michael s. harper,” brown university, providence, ri, 18 april.

panelist, “resisting concealed carry on ku’s campus.” sponsored by league of women voters, carnegie library, lawrence, ks, 16 april.

wilmot, jennifer (hbw project coordinator)
“my rights, my wrongs; i write ‘till i’m good with god’: literacy as a basic civil right,” college language association, university of missouri, columbia, mo, 6 april.

announcements, notes, & news

frank farmer writes, “the second writers’ faire will be held thursday, may 4th, in the commons (spooner hall) from 1:00-5:00 pm.

if you have student writing projects that you would like to nominate for this exhibit, please contact shane wood or frank farmer by 1 may. as with last year, you may nominate traditional essays, multimodal projects (posters, videos, psas, digital texts, podcasts, etc.) and even performance pieces, etc. if you’re not sure about the suitability of a particular project, contact frank or shane. even if you choose not to nominate your students’ work, we hope you find time to attend this event.”

ku english undergraduate reece rogers has won a publishing fellowship with the los angeles review of books. he will spend the summer in la, working with tom lutz, editor-in-chief, and lorin stein from the paris review.

ku and regional events

university theatre presents mozart’s don giovanni, 21, 27, 29 april, 7:30 pm, 23 april, 2:30 pm, crafton-preyer theatre, murphy hall.

the future university, “understanding free speech on a university campus,” panel, with moderator jeff chasen, associate vice-provost, integrity & compliance, ku, 25 april, 7:00 pm, the commons, spooner hall.

disability studies seminar, “images of paralysis, mobility, and the intellectual in early 20th century latin america,” laura kanost, spanish, kansas state university, 27 april, 3:30-5:00 pm, hall center seminar room.


early modern seminar, “what’s hot in medieval and early modern studies,” anne d. hedeman, art history; caroline jewelers, french & italian; rob bayliss, spanish & portuguese; martia vicente, history; erik alder, spanish & portuguese, 1 may, 3:30-5:00 pm, hall center seminar room.

place, race & space seminar, “learning from place: lessons of hospitality and reciprocity at the waitangi treaty grounds, aotearoa/new zealand,” jay t. johnson, geography/atlpheric science, 1 may, 3:30-5:00 pm, hall center seminar room.

church, state, and the university: some nineteenth century quarrels about religion and the academy, tomoko masuzawa, history and comparative literature, 1 may, 7:00 pm, jayhawk room, kansas union.

gender seminar, “the new traditional man: the construction of a new asian american masculinity,” kelly chong, sociology, 4 may, 3:30-5:00 pm, hall center seminar room.

cte poster session & reception, illustrations of course transformation strategies and results from the 2016-17 academic year, 5 may, 3:30-5:30 pm, the commons, spooner hall.

conflict & international change seminar, “teach-ins, marxism, and the intellectual proletariat: re-imagining asian studies and the scholar, 1968-1975,” brian rogers, history, 5 may, 3:30-5:00 pm, hall center seminar room.

nature & culture seminar, “fracturing landscapes: maps, artifice, and the illusion of power and control in us-mexico borderlands,” mary mendosa, history, university of vermont, 5 may, 3:30-5:00 pm, hall center seminar room.

the urban experience seminar, “policing pleasure in the city,” margaret kelley, american studies; meggan j. lee, university of illinois at urbana-champaign, 11 may, 3:30-5:00 pm, hall center seminar room.

calls for papers, conferences, symposia, etc. (posted)

eighth annual conference on the constructed environment, 24-25 may 2018, wayne state university, detroit. deadline: 24 may 2017.

the anthology of babel: papers on non-existent texts, in the spirit of borges, apollinaire, lovecraft, and dick. deadline: 15 june.

other opportunities

c-te documenting learning collaborative seeks three faculty representatives from english to participate in 2017-2018 “pilot year” (humanities division at ku). approximately $1500 summer stipend for a day-long commitment in june, then assessment work in the next academic year. see professor neill’s 17 april e-mail message or consult “fellowships” bulletin board.